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Topological Defect Dark Matter 



Plan 
1.  Introduction.	

	

2.  Main idea: dark matter can be composed of extended is space scalar 

or vector field configurations. [E.g. made stable for topological 
reasons] These objects can have elementary interactions with SM 
particles and fields. One would need a network of detectors to see a 
passing of one such objects through the Earth.	


3.  Interaction between extended objects and matter can lead to a 
momentum transfer, change in the frequency of a transition, torque 
on spin. The signals can be at the detectable level. 	


4.  More detailed example of a domain wall interacting with spins. 	


5.  Future networks of magnetometers, atomic clocks and gravitational 
wave detectors for transient effects. 	




Big Questions in Physics 
	


	


Does dark matter (and also dark energy) have non-gravitational 
interactions?	

	

The most costly hunt for dark matter (search for WIMPs) have not yet 
produced a strong positive result. Can we search for other types of dark 
matter using other techniques? 	

	

What is the space of theoretical possibilities for dark matter? 	

	

	




Simple classification of particle 
DM models 

At some early cosmological epoch of hot Universe, with temperature 	

T >> DM mass, the abundance of these particles relative to a species of 
SM (e.g. photons) was	

Normal: Sizable interaction rates ensure thermal equilibrium,        NDM/Nγ =1. 
Stability of particles on the scale tUniverse is required. Freeze-out calculation gives the 
required annihilation cross section for DM -> SM of order ~ 1 pbn, which points 
towards weak scale. These are WIMPs.	

Very small: Very tiny interaction rates (e.g. 10-10 couplings from WIMPs). Never in 
thermal equilibrium. Populated by thermal leakage of SM fields with sub-Hubble rate 
(freeze-in) or by decays of parent WIMPs. [Gravitinos, sterile neutrinos, and other 
“feeble” creatures – call them super-WIMPs] 	

Huge: Almost non-interacting light, m< eV, particles with huge occupation numbers 
of lowest momentum states, e.g.  NDM/Nγ ~1010. “Super-cool DM”. Must be bosonic. 
Axions, or other very light scalar fields – call them super-cold DM. 	

	

But even these broad categories are not exhaustive…. 	




Extended field configurations of 
light fields 	


	

Take a simple scalar field, give it a self-potential e.g.  V(φ) = λ(φ2-v2)2. 	

	

If at x = - infinity, φ = -v and at x = +infinity, φ = +v, then a stable 
domain wall will form in between, e.g. φ = v tanh(x mφ) with 	

mφ = λ1/2 v	

	

The characteristic “span” of this object, d ~ 1/mφ, and it is carrying 
energy per area ~ v2/d ~ v2 mφ   Network of such topological defects 
(TD) can give contributions to dark matter/dark energy.	

	

0D object – a Monopole	

1D object – a String	

2D object – a Domain wall	

 	

Cosmological problems from stable QCD axion DW – P. Sikivie 	


Energy 
profile 

d ~ 1/mφ 



Rough comparison with WIMPs and 
axions 

6 

	

WIMPs DM:     EW scale mass. Compton wavelength, λ ~ 1/mWIMP, 
deBroglie w.l. ~ 1/(velocity × mWIMP) ~ 1/(10-3 × mWIMP) ~ nuclear size.	

	

WIMP particles are widely spaced compared to their inverse mass with   
L ~ cm [within our galaxy] in between neighboring particles. 	

	

Axion DM:   Light particles with huge number of particles per (w.l.)3 à 
the whole space is filled. Sinusoidal in time waves at ω = ma~ e.g. 10-5 
eV. Average r.m.s amplitude, a ~ 100 eV, or so << EW scale.	

	

TD DM:   A very shallow potential V(φ) can lead to an amplitude 	

φmax=A ~ EW scale. A particle-like 0D object is distributed over 1/mφ 
distance scales, and so the total mass is ~ A2/mφ  >> EW scale. 
Therefore, necessarily the average distance is  ~ cm × (A/mφ)1/3 - very 
large!	

	




Comparison with WIMPs and axions 

7 

	

	


Axions – small amplitude but “no space” between particles  

WIMPs – EW scale  
lumps of energy (>>  
axion amplitude), very  
concentrated in space 
And with significant  
~ cm gaps between  
particles  

TD DM – large amplitude but also large 
(possibly macroscopic) spatial extent d. Large 
compared to WIMPs individual mass, and then 
large (possibly astronomical) distances between  
DM objects.  

TD DM is a possibility for DM that will have very different signatures in terrestrial  
experiments.  



“Transient” signals from TD DM  
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Regardless of precise nature of TD-SM particles interaction it is clear 
that 	

	

1.  Unlike the case of WIMPs or axions, most of the time with TD DM 

there is no DM objects around – and only occasionally they pass 
through. Therefore the DM signal will [by construction] be transient 
and its duration given by   ~  size/velocity.	


2.  If the S/N is not large, then there can be a huge benefit from a 
network of detectors, searching for a correlated in time signal.	


3.  There will be a plenty of the constraints on any model of such type 
with SM-TD interaction, because of additional forces, energy loss 
mechanisms etc that the additional light fields will provide.  	


	




Possible Interactions 

9 

Let us call by φ, φ1, φ2, … - real scalar fields from TD sector that 
participate in forming a defect. (More often than not more than 1 field is 
involved). Let us represent SM field by an electron, and a nucleon. 	

Interactions can be organized as “portals”:  coeff × OdarkOSM. 	

	

 A.	

	

	

B.	

	

	

C.	

	

	

D	

	

An atom inside a defect will have addt’l contributions to its energy levels	
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from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes
of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-
field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-
work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-
tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,
as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-wall
crossing events.

Ideally, one would require n ≥ 5 magnetometer sta-
tions in such a network. The difference in timing ti of a
putative signal is related to the transverse velocity and
the unit normal vector to the wall, n, ti− tj = Lij ·nv−1

⊥ ,

where Lij are the three-vectors of the relative positions
of magnetometers i and j. Four stations are required to
specify magnetometer-defined 3D system of coordinates,
and three time intervals between four ti will enable to
unambiguously determine the three-vector nv−1

⊥ . This
makes the predictions for the timing of the event at the
fifth station, t5, which can be used as a tool for reject-
ing accidental backgrounds. Consider a network of simi-
lar magnetometers with fast response time separated by
distances of O(300 km) operating during a long period
T ∼ yr. Suppose that τ is an average time between
accidental spikes in the background above certain value
B0

eff that cannot be distinguished from the signal. Then
the probability of having four events in four different sta-
tions within time intervals corresponding to the typical
wall travel time from station to station, ttrav ∼ L/v ∼ s,
is P1234 ∼ T t3travτ

−4, where we take T � τ � ttrav.
To have this probability below one, one should achieve
τ > 100 s. If indeed four accidental background spikes
lead to false signals in four stations within ttrav, the do-
main wall interpretation will predict the event in the
fifth station within a narrow window of the wall cross-
ing ∆t ∼ ms, and the probability of this to happen due
to accidental background is P12345 ∼ (∆t/τ)P1234, or less
than 10−5 for τ ∼ 100 s. Increasing the number of sta-
tions will enable to search for weaker signal B0

eff , and
tolerate shorter τ [13].

Recently we set up a prototype for the magnetome-
ter network consisting of two magnetometers operated in
magnetically shielded environments located in Kraków,
Poland and Berkeley, USA (a separation distance of
about 9000 km). One of the magnetometers (Kraków) is
based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation [14], while

the other magnetometer (Berkeley) is a SERF device
[15]. The magnetometers achieved comparable sensitivi-
ties of 10 fT/Hz1/2, which can be further improved upon
optimization. The expected parameters of the signal,
∆t ∼ 1 ms and the minimum time-separation between
the events ∆ttrav ∼ 30 s, can be precisely determined us-
ing a GPS time source (for more details see Ref. [16]). We
have recently performed proof-of-principle experiments
[16] demonstrating the ability to correlate the signals of
two magnetometers. In particular, we demonstrated sig-
nificant reduction of noise and rejection of false-positive
events present in magnetometer signals. The measure-
ments proved the feasibility of correlated magnetic-field
measurements opening avenues for further investigations
involving more magnetometers.
Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-

ern magnetometers offers a realistic chance for detecting
the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
probe parts of the parameter space where such walls can
contribute significantly to dark matter/dark energy.
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Let us call by φ, φ1, φ2, … - real scalar fields from TD sector that 
participate in forming a defect. (More often than not more than 1 field is 
involved). Let us represent SM field by an electron, and a nucleon. 	

Interactions can be organized as “portals”:  coeff × OdarkOSM. 	

	

 A. 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 Torque on spin	

	

	

B. 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
Shift of ω + extra gr. force	

	

	

C. 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
Shift of ω + extra gr. force	

	

	

D 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
extra gr. force	
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Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-
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the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
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The issue of technical naturalness  
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Any tree level potential  
 
Vtree(φ) = ctree

0 + ctree
1φ + ctree

2φ2+….	

	

Would have to have coefficients ct

i very small to keep evolution slow. 
Loops generate larger corrections  
 
Vloop(φ) = cloop

0 + cloop
1φ + cloop

2φ2+….	

	

so that  cloop

i>>ctree
i , One has to start with large and opposite tree-vs-loop 

coefficients cloop
i= - ctree

i  to ensure tight cancellation for several terms in 
the series… Very unnatural! Standard problem for scalar portals. 
Importantly, same pessimistic argument does not apply to interactions 
protected by shift symmetry, the axionic portal for example. 
(* But may be the approach idea of having rigid technical naturalness 
built in a model is not “quite” right, and we would miss out on 
interesting physics *) 	




“transient LV” and “transient Δα/α “ 
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Typical “LV” experiment looks for 	

that one can generalize as interaction os a spin i to with the fixed gradient 
of the scalar field a, 	

	

	

a-profile 	
 	
 	
 The Earth              v	

	

Similarly, existing terrestrial checks of Δα/α etc look for a smooth 	

dα/dt signal, that is a constant in time. 	
	

	

And of course TD transient signal can be viewed as generalization of LV 
and “changing coupling” experiments to signals of short duration. 	


	
	


2

scalar field, it is easy to find that the potential V (φ) is
minimized for the the following values of S and a,

S = S0; a = S0×
�
0; 2π × 1

N
; 2π × 2

N
; ... 2π × N − 1

N

�
,

(2)
Freezing the Higgs mode to its minimum, S = S0, pro-
duces the effective Lagrangian for the a field,

La =
1

2
(∂µa)

2 − V0 sin
2

�
Na

2S0

�
, (3)

with V0 = 4λS4
0 . This reduction will happen dynam-

ically if the potential V (φ) is augmented by the addi-
tion of U(1)-symmetric piece, Vh = λh(2φ∗φ−S2

0)
2, with

λh � λ. The spatial field configuration a(r) interpolat-
ing between two adjacent minima represents a domain-
wall solution. A network of intersecting domain walls is
possible for N ≥ 3. The solution for a domain wall along
xy plane that interpolates between a = 0 and 2πS0/N
neighboring vacua with the center of the wall at z = 0
takes the following form,

a(z) =
4S0

N
× arctan [exp(maz)] ;

da

dz
=

2S0ma

N cosh(maz)
.

(4)
The characteristic thickness of the wall d is determined
by the mass ma of a (small) excitation of a around
any minimum, d ∼ 2/ma. The mass ma can be ex-
pressed in terms of the original parameters of the po-
tential, ma = NS−1

0 (V0/2)1/2 = (2λ)1/2NS0. Owing to
the fact that V (φ) can have many different realizations
other than (1), we shall use solution (4) as an example,
rather than a generic domain-wall profile for N ≥ 3. For-
tunately, the exact functional form of this profile is not
crucial for the subsequent discussion. The important pa-
rameters are S0/N and ma.

Gravitational and astrophysical constraints. From the
macroscopic view at distance scales much larger than d,
the wall can be characterized by its mass per area, refered
to as tension,

σ =
Mass

Area
=

�
dz

����
da

dz

����
2

=
8S2

0ma

N2
. (5)

The network of domain walls will have an additional
distance-scale parameter L, an average distance between
walls, or a characteristic size of a domain. This param-
eter is impossible to calculate without making further
assumptions about the mechanisms of wall formation
and evolution. We treat it as a free variable, and con-
strain the maximum energy density of the domain walls,
ρDW ∼ σ/L in the neighborhood of the Solar System by
the dark-matter energy density, ρDM � 0.4 GeV/cm3,

ρDW ≤ ρDM =⇒ S0

N
≤ 0.4 TeV ×

�
L

10−2 ly
× neV

ma

�1/2
.

(6)

This constraint implies some flexible evolution of the do-
main wall network and the possibility for them to ef-
ficiently build up their mass inside galaxies. We con-
sider such constraint as the most conservative, i.e. giv-
ing the most relaxed bound on ρDW. If the network
of domain walls is “stiff” and its density inside galax-
ies is not enhanced relative to an average cosmological
value, then a stronger constraint can be derived by re-
quiring that domain walls provide a (sub)dominant con-
tribution to the dark-energy density, ρDW ≤ ρDE, where
ρDE � 0.4×10−5GeV/cm3. In that case the constraint on
S0/N is strengthened by ∼ 300. A more realistic scenario
is when the network of domain walls is initially isotropic
over the cosmological scales and then dynamically ac-
creted inside the halo. Assuming that in the process of
accretion the distance between domain walls scales the
same way as distance between dark matter particles, one
arrives at the following constraint ρDW ≤ (ρDMρ2DE)

1/3,
and the constraint on the amplitude of a is strength-
ened by ∼ 50 relative to (6). If the constraint (6)
is saturated, and L = 10−2 ly, then the wall tension
σ ∼ 10−12 GeV3, which is comparable to constraints
derived elsewhere in the literature [12]. A domain-wall-
crossing event leads to a change in the local gravitational
acceleration, ∆g = 4πGNσ, where GN is the gravita-
tional constant. For the fiducial choice of parameters,
this change does not exceed 10−15 m/s2, which is ex-
ceedingly difficult to detect.
Our choice of the normalization for L and ma in (6)

is suggested by the requirement of having a frequency
of wall-crossing within 10 yr with relative velocity of
v = 10−3c typical for galactic objects, and having the
signal duration in excess of a millisecond. This choice can
be examined for self-consistency in the context of the cos-
mological scenario for the formation of the domain wall
network from randomly distributed ain. Formation will
occur in the early Universe when the Hubble expansion
rate drops below Hin ∼ ma, at which time the initial
values for L are typically on the order of or just below
the horizon size Lin ∝ (10−2 − 1)/Hin. Subsequent ex-
pansion leads to the stretching of L with redshift z as
L(z) = Linzin/(1 + z). It is easy to see that ma ∼ neV
leads to the formation of domain walls during the elec-
troweak epoch, Hin ∼ H(T ∼ 100GeV), and subsequent
cosmological stretching can easily account for the growth
of L from O(100 m) to a fraction of ly. We conclude that
our fiducial choice, ma ∼ neV and L ∼ 10−2 ly, fits well
with the cosmological scenario of wall formation.

The pseudoscalar coupling of the field a with standard
model fermions, fi

−1∂µaψ̄iγµγ5ψi, leads to the interac-
tion of spins of atomic constituents to the gradient of the
scalar field,

Hint =
�

i=e,n,p

2f−1
i ∇a · si, (7)

where fi are free parameters of the model with dimension
of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical
bounds apply and limit fn,p,e > 109 GeV [13].

Naturalness problem

We assumed dimension 5 operators without checking whether
dimension 3 exist. They do! See e.g. papers by A. Kostelecky.
Again, for QED,

L(3)
QED = !bµ!̄"µ"5! ! 1

2
Hµ#!̄$µ#! ! kµ%

µ#&'A#
(

(x&
A',

Dimension three coe!cients can be induced from dimension 5
via quantum loops with a predictable outcome,

bµ " (loop factor) # )
"2

UV

MPl
.

It is a disaster unless either fine-tuning happens, or "2
UV -

divergence is absent, or the cuto! scale is moderate to low.

Another example, in NC QED,

Le! = (two loop factor) # "2
UV *µ#me!̄$µ#!

Very large dimension 3 operator will be induced if "2* " O(1).



Setting up a question 
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1.  Take any portal [better still take technically natural ones]. Supply 
constraints on fa, M* etc  from the astrophysics, 5th force, etc  - 
anything that does not involve DM	


2.  Take the DM energy density, saturate it with TD DM (this is a big 
assumption), and require that the average time between crossings T is 
not much than ~1-10 yr. 	


3.  Given the strength of some astrophysical constraints and restrictions 
on energy density of the DM, do the current generation of high 
precision instruments (atomic magnetometers, atomic clocks, 
gravitational wave detectors) stand a chance in detecting transient 
signal from DM? 	


	

If “No” – probably such DM would not be detectable. 	

If “Yes” – it is worth exploring opportunities for developing a “network”	




Proxies and unknowns  

14 

The only things we know are 	

ρDM ~ 0.4 GeV/cm3  - local energy density of Dark Matter	

v ~ 10-3 c  - typical velocity of Milky Way halo objects 	

Additional “practicality” input Tencounter  < 1-10 yr 	

Unknowns : type of portals (I take A and D for now, as the most “safe”, 	

and choose baryon current for the vector portal, g=1). 	

                    fa > 109 GeV,  M* > TeV (astrophysics, colliders etc)	

(limit on M* is in fact quite a bit weaker)	

L – average distance between defects. A – amplitude of fields inside TD. 
d ~ 1/mφ is the “transverse” size of the defects. One can show that 	

 	


	
 	
 	
 	
 	
L3~d2vT   (for 0D objects)	

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
Equating ρnetwork ~ρDM  one can 
	
 	
 	
 	
 	
e.g. express A via ρDM	
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ing accidental backgrounds. Consider a network of simi-
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T ∼ yr. Suppose that τ is an average time between
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is P1234 ∼ T t3travτ

−4, where we take T � τ � ttrav.
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eff , and
tolerate shorter τ [13].

Recently we set up a prototype for the magnetome-
ter network consisting of two magnetometers operated in
magnetically shielded environments located in Kraków,
Poland and Berkeley, USA (a separation distance of
about 9000 km). One of the magnetometers (Kraków) is
based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation [14], while
the other magnetometer (Berkeley) is a SERF device
[15]. The magnetometers achieved comparable sensitivi-
ties of 10 fT/Hz1/2, which can be further improved upon
optimization. The expected parameters of the signal,
∆t ∼ 1 ms and the minimum time-separation between
the events ∆ttrav ∼ 30 s, can be precisely determined us-

ing a GPS time source (for more details see Ref. [16]). We
have recently performed proof-of-principle experiments
[16] demonstrating the ability to correlate the signals of
two magnetometers. In particular, we demonstrated sig-
nificant reduction of noise and rejection of false-positive
events present in magnetometer signals. The measure-
ments proved the feasibility of correlated magnetic-field
measurements opening avenues for further investigations
involving more magnetometers.
Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-

ern magnetometers offers a realistic chance for detecting
the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
probe parts of the parameter space where such walls can
contribute significantly to dark matter/dark energy.
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•  It was initiated in discussions with Budker, Pustelny, Ledbetter who 

had two sensitive atomic magnetometers synchronized via GPS. 
What is good for? Best magnetometers can surpass 1 fT/√Hz! Are we 
using these experimental capabilities to the fullest? 	


•  Domain walls of axion-like field moving with ~ 10-3 c, will create a 
“magnetic” looking perturbation affecting atomic spins.	


•  Crucially, if such a defect passes through the Earth, how would you 
know? And will you notice?	


You need a time-synchronized network of sensitive probes that can 
detect the event in different locations. Domain walls will be an especially 
suitable “target”. 	
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Consider a very light complex scalar field with ZN symmetry: 	


	

Theory admits several distinct vacua, 	

	

	

Reducing to the one variable, we have the Lagrangian	

	

	

that admits domain wall solutions	

	

	

	

	

If on top of that a-field has the axion-type couplings, there will be a 
magnetic-type force on the spin inside the wall, 	
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Stable domain walls of light (pseudo)scalar fields permeating the entire Universe and persisting

to the present epoch is a generic consequence in many extensions of the Standard Model. Currently

the combination of gravitational and cosmological constraints provides the best limits on such a

possibility. We show that if domain walls are generated by an axion-like field with a coupling to

the spins of the standard model particles, and the galactic environment contains a network of such

walls, terrestrial experiments aimed at detection of wall-crossing events are realistic. In particular, a

geographically separated but time-synchronized network of sensitive, O(pT/
√
Hz), magnetometers

can detect a wall crossing and probe a range of model parameters currently unconstrained by

astrophysics/gravitational experiments.

PACS numbers: 14.80.Va, 98.80.Cq

Introduction. Very weak interactions of axion particles
with ordinary matter have long been a focus of theo-
retical attention and experimental searches [1]. While
QCD-type axions are well-motivated, in recent years the
scope of this research has been broadened to axion-like
particles [2]: light pseudoscalar particles derivatively cou-
pled to matter but without a tight mass-coupling rela-
tion imposed on the QCD axions. The shift symmetry
of pseudoscalar intereaction protects the mass, whatever
its value is, from large radiative corrections coming from
matter loops ensuring technical naturalness of axion-like
models.

Cosmological effects of such pseudoscalar particles can
vary considerably, depending on their mass. It is well-
known that O(µeV) mass-range axions may comprise a
significant fraction of cold dark matter in the Universe by
storing energy in coherent oscillations of the field [3]. In
the keV-range axion-like particles can form super-WIMP
dark matter (see, for example, Ref. [4]). Scalar fields
that are extremely light, are often invoked as candidates
for qunitessence (see, for example, Ref. [5]), in which
case the combination of pseudoscalar couplings and the
scalar-field potential creates parity-odd effects on the cos-
mological scales [6], and/or leads to local coupling of the
scalar-field gradient to spins [7]. Finally, there is a mul-
titude of axion-like fields predicted by string theory [8],
with nontrivial effects for inflation and strong gravity [9].

In this letter we explore the observational consequences
of stable domain-wall solutions for axion-like particles. It
is well-known that scalar field potentials with some de-
gree of discrete symmetries admit domain wall-type solu-
tions interpolating between domains of different energy-
degenerate vacua. In these models, initial random dis-
tribution of the scalar field in the early Universe leads
to the formation of domain-wall networks as the Uni-
verse expands and cools. For QCD-type axions, if stable,

such domain walls could lead to disastrous consequences
in cosmology by storing too much energy [10]. For an
arbitrary scalar field where parameters of the potential
are chosen by hand, the “disaster” can be turned into
an advantage. Indeed, over the years there were several
suggestions how a network of domain walls could be can-
didate for dark matter or dark energy [11, 12].
Herein, we revisit a subset of these ideas from a prag-

matic point of view. We would like to address the follow-
ing questions: (1) if a network of domain walls formed
from axion-like fields exists in our galaxy, what are the
chances for the Solar System - domain-wall encounter,
and (2) how to experimentally determine the event of
a domain wall crossing the Earth. Given gravitational
constraints on the average energy density of such walls
and the especially strong constraint on the coupling of
axion-like fields to matter, it is far from obvious that the
allowed-parameter range would enable a realistic chance
for detection. Yet we show in this letter that there is a re-
alistic chance for the detection of the domain walls, even
when the gravitational and astrophysical constraints are
taken into account. This goal can be achieved with cor-
related measurements from a network of optical magne-
tometers with sensitivities exceeding 1 (pT/

√
Hz), placed

in geographically distinct locations and synchronized via
the global positioning system (GPS).
2. Spin signal during wall crossing. We start by con-

sidering the Lagrangian of a complex scalar field φ, in-
variant under ZN -symmetry, φ → exp(i2πk/N)φ, where
k is an integer. We choose the potential in such a way
that it has N distinct minima

Lφ = |∂µφ|2 − V (φ); V (φ) =
λ

S2N−4
0

���2N/2φN − SN
0

���
2
,(1)

where S0 has dimension of energy and λ is dimensionless.
Choosing φ = 2−1/2S exp(ia/S0) to parameterize the
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scalar field, it is easy to find that the potential V (φ) is
minimized for the the following values of S and a,

S = S0; a = S0×
�
0; 2π × 1

N
; 2π × 2

N
; ... 2π × N − 1

N

�
,

(2)
Freezing the Higgs mode to its minimum, S = S0, pro-
duces the effective Lagrangian for the a field,

La =
1

2
(∂µa)

2 − V0 sin
2

�
Na

2S0

�
, (3)

with V0 = 4λS4
0 . This reduction will happen dynam-

ically if the potential V (φ) is augmented by the addi-
tion of U(1)-symmetric piece, Vh = λh(2φ∗φ−S2

0)
2, with

λh � λ. The spatial field configuration a(r) interpolat-
ing between two adjacent minima represents a domain-
wall solution. A network of intersecting domain walls is
possible for N ≥ 3. The solution for a domain wall along
xy plane that interpolates between a = 0 and 2πS0/N
neighboring vacua with the center of the wall at z = 0
takes the following form,

a(z) =
4S0

N
× arctan [exp(maz)] ;

da

dz
=

2S0ma

N cosh(maz)
.

(4)
The characteristic thickness of the wall d is determined
by the mass ma of a (small) excitation of a around
any minimum, d ∼ 2/ma. The mass ma can be ex-
pressed in terms of the original parameters of the po-
tential, ma = NS−1

0 (V0/2)1/2 = (2λ)1/2NS0. Owing to
the fact that V (φ) can have many different realizations
other than (1), we shall use solution (4) as an example,
rather than a generic domain-wall profile for N ≥ 3. For-
tunately, the exact functional form of this profile is not
crucial for the subsequent discussion. The important pa-
rameters are S0/N and ma.

Gravitational and astrophysical constraints. From the
macroscopic view at distance scales much larger than d,
the wall can be characterized by its mass per area, refered
to as tension,

σ =
Mass

Area
=

�
dz

����
da

dz

����
2

=
8S2

0ma

N2
. (5)

The network of domain walls will have an additional
distance-scale parameter L, an average distance between
walls, or a characteristic size of a domain. This param-
eter is impossible to calculate without making further
assumptions about the mechanisms of wall formation
and evolution. We treat it as a free variable, and con-
strain the maximum energy density of the domain walls,
ρDW ∼ σ/L in the neighborhood of the Solar System by
the dark-matter energy density, ρDM � 0.4 GeV/cm3,

ρDW ≤ ρDM =⇒ S0

N
≤ 0.4 TeV ×

�
L

10−2 ly
× neV

ma

�1/2
.

(6)

This constraint implies some flexible evolution of the do-
main wall network and the possibility for them to ef-
ficiently build up their mass inside galaxies. We con-
sider such constraint as the most conservative, i.e. giv-
ing the most relaxed bound on ρDW. If the network
of domain walls is “stiff” and its density inside galax-
ies is not enhanced relative to an average cosmological
value, then a stronger constraint can be derived by re-
quiring that domain walls provide a (sub)dominant con-
tribution to the dark-energy density, ρDW ≤ ρDE, where
ρDE � 0.4×10−5GeV/cm3. In that case the constraint on
S0/N is strengthened by ∼ 300. A more realistic scenario
is when the network of domain walls is initially isotropic
over the cosmological scales and then dynamically ac-
creted inside the halo. Assuming that in the process of
accretion the distance between domain walls scales the
same way as distance between dark matter particles, one
arrives at the following constraint ρDW ≤ (ρDMρ2DE)

1/3,
and the constraint on the amplitude of a is strength-
ened by ∼ 50 relative to (6). If the constraint (6)
is saturated, and L = 10−2 ly, then the wall tension
σ ∼ 10−12 GeV3, which is comparable to constraints
derived elsewhere in the literature [12]. A domain-wall-
crossing event leads to a change in the local gravitational
acceleration, ∆g = 4πGNσ, where GN is the gravita-
tional constant. For the fiducial choice of parameters,
this change does not exceed 10−15 m/s2, which is ex-
ceedingly difficult to detect.
Our choice of the normalization for L and ma in (6)

is suggested by the requirement of having a frequency
of wall-crossing within 10 yr with relative velocity of
v = 10−3c typical for galactic objects, and having the
signal duration in excess of a millisecond. This choice can
be examined for self-consistency in the context of the cos-
mological scenario for the formation of the domain wall
network from randomly distributed ain. Formation will
occur in the early Universe when the Hubble expansion
rate drops below Hin ∼ ma, at which time the initial
values for L are typically on the order of or just below
the horizon size Lin ∝ (10−2 − 1)/Hin. Subsequent ex-
pansion leads to the stretching of L with redshift z as
L(z) = Linzin/(1 + z). It is easy to see that ma ∼ neV
leads to the formation of domain walls during the elec-
troweak epoch, Hin ∼ H(T ∼ 100GeV), and subsequent
cosmological stretching can easily account for the growth
of L from O(100 m) to a fraction of ly. We conclude that
our fiducial choice, ma ∼ neV and L ∼ 10−2 ly, fits well
with the cosmological scenario of wall formation.

The pseudoscalar coupling of the field a with standard
model fermions, fi

−1∂µaψ̄iγµγ5ψi, leads to the interac-
tion of spins of atomic constituents to the gradient of the
scalar field,

Hint =
�

i=e,n,p

2f−1
i ∇a · si, (7)

where fi are free parameters of the model with dimension
of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical
bounds apply and limit fn,p,e > 109 GeV [13].
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tion of U(1)-symmetric piece, Vh = λh(2φ∗φ−S2

0)
2, with

λh � λ. The spatial field configuration a(r) interpolat-
ing between two adjacent minima represents a domain-
wall solution. A network of intersecting domain walls is
possible for N ≥ 3. The solution for a domain wall along
xy plane that interpolates between a = 0 and 2πS0/N
neighboring vacua with the center of the wall at z = 0
takes the following form,

a(z) =
4S0

N
× arctan [exp(maz)] ;

da

dz
=

2S0ma

N cosh(maz)
.

(4)
The characteristic thickness of the wall d is determined
by the mass ma of a (small) excitation of a around
any minimum, d ∼ 2/ma. The mass ma can be ex-
pressed in terms of the original parameters of the po-
tential, ma = NS−1

0 (V0/2)1/2 = (2λ)1/2NS0. Owing to
the fact that V (φ) can have many different realizations
other than (1), we shall use solution (4) as an example,
rather than a generic domain-wall profile for N ≥ 3. For-
tunately, the exact functional form of this profile is not
crucial for the subsequent discussion. The important pa-
rameters are S0/N and ma.

Gravitational and astrophysical constraints. From the
macroscopic view at distance scales much larger than d,
the wall can be characterized by its mass per area, refered
to as tension,

σ =
Mass

Area
=

�
dz

����
da

dz

����
2

=
8S2

0ma

N2
. (5)

The network of domain walls will have an additional
distance-scale parameter L, an average distance between
walls, or a characteristic size of a domain. This param-
eter is impossible to calculate without making further
assumptions about the mechanisms of wall formation
and evolution. We treat it as a free variable, and con-
strain the maximum energy density of the domain walls,
ρDW ∼ σ/L in the neighborhood of the Solar System by
the dark-matter energy density, ρDM � 0.4 GeV/cm3,

ρDW ≤ ρDM =⇒ S0

N
≤ 0.4 TeV ×

�
L

10−2 ly
× neV

ma

�1/2
.

(6)

This constraint implies some flexible evolution of the do-
main wall network and the possibility for them to ef-
ficiently build up their mass inside galaxies. We con-
sider such constraint as the most conservative, i.e. giv-
ing the most relaxed bound on ρDW. If the network
of domain walls is “stiff” and its density inside galax-
ies is not enhanced relative to an average cosmological
value, then a stronger constraint can be derived by re-
quiring that domain walls provide a (sub)dominant con-
tribution to the dark-energy density, ρDW ≤ ρDE, where
ρDE � 0.4×10−5GeV/cm3. In that case the constraint on
S0/N is strengthened by ∼ 300. A more realistic scenario
is when the network of domain walls is initially isotropic
over the cosmological scales and then dynamically ac-
creted inside the halo. Assuming that in the process of
accretion the distance between domain walls scales the
same way as distance between dark matter particles, one
arrives at the following constraint ρDW ≤ (ρDMρ2DE)

1/3,
and the constraint on the amplitude of a is strength-
ened by ∼ 50 relative to (6). If the constraint (6)
is saturated, and L = 10−2 ly, then the wall tension
σ ∼ 10−12 GeV3, which is comparable to constraints
derived elsewhere in the literature [12]. A domain-wall-
crossing event leads to a change in the local gravitational
acceleration, ∆g = 4πGNσ, where GN is the gravita-
tional constant. For the fiducial choice of parameters,
this change does not exceed 10−15 m/s2, which is ex-
ceedingly difficult to detect.
Our choice of the normalization for L and ma in (6)

is suggested by the requirement of having a frequency
of wall-crossing within 10 yr with relative velocity of
v = 10−3c typical for galactic objects, and having the
signal duration in excess of a millisecond. This choice can
be examined for self-consistency in the context of the cos-
mological scenario for the formation of the domain wall
network from randomly distributed ain. Formation will
occur in the early Universe when the Hubble expansion
rate drops below Hin ∼ ma, at which time the initial
values for L are typically on the order of or just below
the horizon size Lin ∝ (10−2 − 1)/Hin. Subsequent ex-
pansion leads to the stretching of L with redshift z as
L(z) = Linzin/(1 + z). It is easy to see that ma ∼ neV
leads to the formation of domain walls during the elec-
troweak epoch, Hin ∼ H(T ∼ 100GeV), and subsequent
cosmological stretching can easily account for the growth
of L from O(100 m) to a fraction of ly. We conclude that
our fiducial choice, ma ∼ neV and L ∼ 10−2 ly, fits well
with the cosmological scenario of wall formation.

The pseudoscalar coupling of the field a with standard
model fermions, fi

−1∂µaψ̄iγµγ5ψi, leads to the interac-
tion of spins of atomic constituents to the gradient of the
scalar field,

Hint =
�

i=e,n,p

2f−1
i ∇a · si, (7)

where fi are free parameters of the model with dimension
of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical
bounds apply and limit fn,p,e > 109 GeV [13].
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Stable domain walls of light (pseudo)scalar fields permeating the entire Universe and persisting
to the present epoch is a generic consequence of many extensions to the Standard Model. Currently
the combination of gravitational and cosmological constraints provides the best limits on such a
possibility. We show that if domain walls are generated by an axion-like field with a coupling to the
spins of standard-model particles, and the galactic environment contains a network of such walls,
terrestrial experiments aimed at detection of wall-crossing events are realistic. In particular, a geo-
graphically separated but time-synchronized network of sensitive atomic magnetometers can detect
a wall crossing and probe a range of model parameters currently unconstrained by astrophysical
observations and gravitational experiments.

PACS numbers: 14.80.Va, 98.80.Cq

Introduction. Very weak interactions of axion particles

with ordinary matter have long been a focus of theoreti-

cal attention and experimental searches [1]. While QCD-

type axions are well-motivated, in recent years the scope

of this research has been broadened to axion-like par-

ticles [2, 3], i.e., light pseudoscalar particles derivatively

coupled to matter but without a tight mass-coupling rela-

tion imposed on the QCD axions. The shift symmetry of

the pseudoscalar interaction protects the mass, whatever

its value is, from large radiative corrections coming from

matter loop, ensuring technical naturalness of axion-like

models.

Cosmological effects of such pseudoscalar particles can

vary considerably, depending on their mass. Axions with

masses on the order of µeV may comprise a significant

fraction of cold dark matter in the Universe by storing

energy in coherent oscillations of the field [4]. Axion-like

particles in the keV-range can form super-WIMP dark

matter (see, for example, Ref. [5]). Extremely light scalar

fields are often invoked as candidates for quintessence
(see, for example, Ref. [6]), in which case the combina-

tion of pseudoscalar couplings and the scalar-field poten-

tial creates parity-odd effects on cosmological scales [7]

and/or leads to local coupling of the scalar-field gradient

to spins [8]. Finally, there is a multitude of axion-like

fields predicted by string theory [9] with nontrivial ef-

fects for inflation and strong gravity [10].

In this Letter we explore the phenomenological con-

sequences of stable domain-wall solutions for axion-like

particles. Scalar-field potentials with some degree of dis-

crete symmetries admit domain-wall-type solutions inter-

polating between domains of different energy-degenerate

vacua [11]. In these models, initial random distribution

of the scalar field in the early Universe leads to the for-

mation of domain-wall networks as the Universe expands

and cools. For QCD-type axions, if stable, such domain

walls could lead to disastrous consequences in cosmol-

ogy by storing too much energy [11]. For an arbitrary

scalar field, where parameters of the potential are chosen

by hand, the “disaster” can be turned into an advantage.

Indeed, over the years there were several suggestions how

a network of domain walls could be a viable candidate for

dark matter or dark energy [12, 13].

Herein, we revisit a subset of these ideas from a prag-

matic point of view. We would like to address the follow-

ing questions: (1) if a network of domain walls formed

from axion-like fields exists in our galaxy, what are the

chances for an encounter between the Solar system and a

pseudoscalar domain wall? and (2) how could the event

of a domain-wall crossing the Earth be experimentally

determined? Given gravitational constraints on the av-

erage energy density of such walls and constraints on the

coupling of axion-like fields to matter [14–17], it is not

obvious that the allowed parameter range would enable

a chance for detection. Yet we show in this Letter that

there is a realistic chance for the detection of the domain

walls, even when the gravitational and astrophysical con-

straints are taken into account. This goal can be achieved

with correlated measurements from a network of optical

magnetometers with sensitivities exceeding 1 pT/
√
Hz,

placed in geographically distinct locations and synchro-

nized using the global positioning system (GPS).

Physics of light pseudoscalar domain walls. We start

by considering the Lagrangian of a complex scalar field

φ, invariant under ZN -symmetry, φ → exp(i2πk/N)φ,
where k is an integer. We choose the potential in such a

way that it has N distinct minima

Lφ = |∂µφ|2 − V (φ); V (φ) =
λ

S2N−4
0

���2N/2φN − SN
0

���
2
,(1)

where S0 has dimension of energy and λ is dimensionless.

Choosing φ = 2
−1/2S exp(ia/S0) to parameterize the

2

Choosing φ = 2−1/2
S exp(ia/S0) to parameterize the

scalar field, we find that the potential V (φ) is minimized
for the following values of S and a,

S = S0; a = S0 ×
�
0;

2π

N
;
4π

N
; ...

2π(N − 1)

N

�
. (2)

Freezing the Higgs mode to its minimum, S = S0, pro-
duces the effective Lagrangian for the a field,

La =
1

2
(∂µa)

2 − V0 sin
2

�
Na

2S0

�
, (3)

with V0 = 4λS4
0 . The spatial field configuration a(r)

interpolating between two adjacent minima represents a
domain-wall solution. A network of intersecting domain
walls is possible for N ≥ 3. The solution for a domain
wall along the xy-plane that interpolates between a = 0
and 2πS0/N neighboring vacua with the center of the
wall at z = 0 takes the following form,

a(z) =
4S0

N
× arctan [exp(maz)] ;

da

dz
=

2S0ma

N cosh(maz)
.

(4)
The characteristic thickness of the wall d is determined
by the mass ma of a small excitation of a around any
minimum, d ∼ 2/ma. The mass ma can be expressed
in terms of the original parameters of the potential,
ma = NS

−1
0 (V0/2)1/2 = (2λ)1/2NS0. Owing to the fact

that V (φ) can have many different realizations other than
(1), we shall use solution (4) as an example, rather than
a generic domain-wall profile for N ≥ 3. The important
parameters are the gradient of the field inside the wall,
maS0/N , and ma, which determines the wall thickness.

Gravitational and astrophysical constraints. From the
macroscopic point of view at distance scales much larger
than d, the wall can be characterized by its mass per
area, referred to as tension,

σ =
Mass

Area
=

�
dz

����
da

dz

����
2

=
8S2

0ma

N2
. (5)

The network of domain walls will have an additional
distance-scale parameter L, an average distance between
walls, or a characteristic size of a domain. This param-
eter is impossible to calculate without making further
assumptions about the mechanisms of wall formation
and evolution. We treat it as a free variable and con-
strain the maximum energy density of the domain walls,
ρDW ∼ σ/L in the neighborhood of the Solar System by
the dark-matter energy density, ρDM � 0.4 GeV/cm3,

ρDW ≤ ρDM =⇒ S0

N
≤ 0.4 TeV ×

�
L

10−2 ly
× neV

ma

�1/2
.

(6)
This constraint implies some flexible evolution of the
domain-wall network and the possibility for them to build
up their mass inside galaxies. We consider such the con-
straint as the most conservative, i.e. giving the most

relaxed bound on ρDW. If the network of domain walls
is “stiff” and its density inside galaxies is not enhanced
relative to an average cosmological value, then a stronger
constraint can be derived by requiring that domain walls
provide a (sub)dominant contribution to the dark-energy
density, ρDW ≤ ρDE, where ρDE � 0.4 × 10−5 GeV/cm3

[9]. In that case the constraint on S0/N is strength-
ened by ∼ 300. Our choice of the normalization for L

and ma in (6) is suggested by the requirement of hav-
ing wall crossings within ∼10 yr with relative velocity of
v = 10−3

c typical for galactic objects, and having the
signal duration in excess of 1 ms. This choice can be
self-consistent within the cosmological scenario for the
formation of the domain-wall network from randomly dis-
tributed initial ain, assuming that the network is “frus-
trated”, and exhibits ρDW ∼ R

−1 scaling, where R is the
cosmological scale factor. As a word of caution, we add
that the numerical simulations of domain walls in some
scalar field theories have shown much faster redshifting of
ρDW, and never achieved the frustrated state [7]. In light
of this, some unorthodox cosmological/astrophysical sce-
narios for the formation of domain walls may be required.
We consider two types of pseudoscalar coupling of the

field a with the axial-vector current of a standard-model
fermion, Jµ = ψ̄γµγ5ψ,

Llin = J
µ × iφ

←→
∂ µφ

∗ × 1

S0fa
−→ J

µ × ∂µa

fa
(7)

Lquad = J
µ × ∂µV (φ)× 4S2

0

(f �
aN)2V0

−→ J
µ × ∂µa

2

(f �
a)

2
(8)

where the arrows show the reduction of these Lagrangians
at the minima of V (a), and fi, f

�
i are free parameters of

the model with dimension of energy. The normalization
is chosen in a way to make connection with axion litera-
ture. The derivative nature of these interactions softens
problems with “radiative destabilization” of ma. It is
also important that the effective energy parameters nor-
malizing all higher dimensional interactions in (7) and
(8) are assumed to be above the weak scale. Both Llin

and Lquad lead to the interaction of spins si of atomic
constituents and the gradient of the scalar field,

Hint =
�

i=e,n,p

2si · [f−1
i ∇a+ (f �

i)
−2∇a

2], (9)

For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical bounds
limit |fn,p,e| > 109 GeV [6], while bounds on quadratic
∂µa

2 interactions are significantly weaker, f �
i > 10 TeV

[8]. In what follows we will derive the signal from fi in
(9), and then generalize it to the f

�
i case.

Spin signal during the wall crossing. The principles
of sensitive atomic magnetometry are, for example, de-
scribed in Ref. [10]. A typical device would use param-
agnetic atomic species such as K, Cs, or Rb by them-
selves or in combination with diamagnetic atoms whose
magnetic moments are generated by nuclear spin (e.g.,
the spin-exchange-relaxation-free [SERF] 3He-K magne-
tometer described in Ref. [11]). Specializing (9) for the
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of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical

bounds apply and limit |fn,p,e| > 10
9
GeV [17].

The principles of sensitive atomic magnetometry are,

for example, described in Ref. [19]. A typical device

would use paramagnetic atomic species such as K, Cs,

or Rb by themselves or in combination with diamagnetic

atoms whose magnetic moments are generated by nuclear

spin (e.g., the spin-exchange-relaxation-free [SERF]
3
He-

K magnetometer described in Ref. [20]). Specializing (7)

for the case of two atomic species,
133

Cs in the F = 4

state and
3
He in the F = 1/2 state, we calculate the en-

ergy difference ∆E between the Fz = F and Fz = −F

states in the middle of the wall,

Hint =
F ·∇a

Ffeff
; f

−1
eff (Cs) =

1

fe
− 7

9fp
; f

−1
eff (He) =

1

fn
;

∆E =
4S0ma

Nfeff
� 10

−15
eV× ma

neV
× 10

9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
,(8)

In these formulae we assumed that the nuclear spin is

mostly due to unpaired neutron (
3
He) or g7/2 valence

proton (
133

Cs), and one can readily observe complemen-

tary sensitivity to fi in two cases. We can express these

results in terms of the equivalent “magnetic field” inside

the wall using µBeffF/F = ∇aF/(Ffeff) identification,

where µ is the nuclear magnetic moment. The magnitude

of Beff (direction is impossible to predict) is given by

B
max
eff � ma

neV
× 10

9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×

�
10

−11
T (Cs)

−10
−8

T (He)
,(9)

and the larger equivalent field strength for
3
He originates

from its smaller magnetic moment. The couplings and

wall parameters in Eq. (9) are normalized to the maxi-

mum allowed values from Eq. (6). The duration of the

signal is given by the ratio of wall thickness to the trans-

verse component of the relative Earth-wall velocity,

∆t � d

v⊥
=

2

mav⊥
= 1.3ms× neV

ma
× 10

−3

v⊥/c
. (10)

Such crossing time can easily be in excess of the Cs mag-

netometer response time tr, and we can combine the

B
max
eff and ∆t into a signal factor S = B

max
eff (∆t)

1/2
to

be directly compared to experimental sensitivity,

S � 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×

�
ma

neV

10
−3

v⊥/c

�1/2

≤ 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
×

�
L

10−2 ly

10
−3

v⊥/c

�1/2
, (11)

where in the inequality we used the gravitational con-

straint from Eq. (6). The maximally allowed value for the

signal (∼ pT/
√
Hz), after taking into account the gravi-

tational and astrophysical constraints, exceeds capabili-

ties of modern magnetometers that can deliver fT/
√
Hz

sensitivity [19]. For the
3
He-K SERF magnetometer, the

more appropriate figure of merit would be the tipping

angle of the helium spin after the wall crossing, assum-

ing that the typical crossing time is below the dynamical

response time. Taking the spins to be oriented parallel

to the wall, we calculate this angle to be

∆θ =
4πS0

v⊥Nfeff
� 5×10

−3
rad×10

9
GeV

feff
×10

−3

v⊥/c
× S0/N

0.4TeV
.

(12)

This could be far in excess of 10-nrad tipping angles that

can be experimentally detected [21]. Thus, both types of

magnetometers offer ample opportunities for a realistic

detection of the wall-crossing events.

So far we have used the galactic constraints (6),

ρDW ≤ ρDM. It is noteworthy that even if the energy

density of walls in the galaxy does not exceed cosmolog-

ical dark-energy density, i.e. ρDW ≤ ρDE, the expected

signal can reach ∆θ ∼ 10
−5

rad and S ∼ fT
√
Hz, which

is still a realistic signal for detection with the best mag-

netometers. It is remarkable that a possible domain-wall

component of dark energy can, in principle, be detected

in the laboratory.

Network of synchronized magnetometers. While a sin-

gle magnetometer is sensitive enough to detect a domain-

wall crossing, due to the rarity of such events it would

be exceedingly difficult to confidently distinguish a signal

from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes

of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-

field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-

work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-

tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,

as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-

wall crossing events. We also note that comagnetome-

ter schemes involving either a second spin species or

SQUID magnetometers could yield additional suppres-

sion of false-positive events arising from local field fluc-

tuations or changes in operating conditions. As schemat-

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of the domain-wall crossing. The cross-
ings recorded in four distinct locations (mark with stars) at ti allow
to determine the normal velocity v⊥ and predicting the timing of
the 5th event.
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of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical

bounds apply and limit |fn,p,e| > 10
9
GeV [17].

The principles of sensitive atomic magnetometry are,

for example, described in Ref. [19]. A typical device

would use paramagnetic atomic species such as K, Cs,

or Rb by themselves or in combination with diamagnetic

atoms whose magnetic moments are generated by nuclear

spin (e.g., the spin-exchange-relaxation-free [SERF]
3
He-

K magnetometer described in Ref. [20]). Specializing (7)

for the case of two atomic species,
133

Cs in the F = 4

state and
3
He in the F = 1/2 state, we calculate the en-

ergy difference ∆E between the Fz = F and Fz = −F

states in the middle of the wall,

Hint =
F ·∇a

Ffeff
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−1
eff (Cs) =

1

fe
− 7

9fp
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−1
eff (He) =
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fn
;

∆E =
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Nfeff
� 10

−15
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neV
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9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
,(8)

In these formulae we assumed that the nuclear spin is

mostly due to unpaired neutron (
3
He) or g7/2 valence

proton (
133

Cs), and one can readily observe complemen-

tary sensitivity to fi in two cases. We can express these

results in terms of the equivalent “magnetic field” inside

the wall using µBeffF/F = ∇aF/(Ffeff) identification,

where µ is the nuclear magnetic moment. The magnitude

of Beff (direction is impossible to predict) is given by

B
max
eff � ma

neV
× 10

9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×
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10

−11
T (Cs)

−10
−8

T (He)
,(9)

and the larger equivalent field strength for
3
He originates

from its smaller magnetic moment. The couplings and

wall parameters in Eq. (9) are normalized to the maxi-

mum allowed values from Eq. (6). The duration of the

signal is given by the ratio of wall thickness to the trans-

verse component of the relative Earth-wall velocity,

∆t � d

v⊥
=

2

mav⊥
= 1.3ms× neV

ma
× 10

−3

v⊥/c
. (10)

Such crossing time can easily be in excess of the Cs mag-

netometer response time tr, and we can combine the

B
max
eff and ∆t into a signal factor S = B

max
eff (∆t)

1/2
to

be directly compared to experimental sensitivity,

S � 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×

�
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neV
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−3
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≤ 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
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�
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−3
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, (11)

where in the inequality we used the gravitational con-

straint from Eq. (6). The maximally allowed value for the

signal (∼ pT/
√
Hz), after taking into account the gravi-

tational and astrophysical constraints, exceeds capabili-

ties of modern magnetometers that can deliver fT/
√
Hz

sensitivity [19]. For the
3
He-K SERF magnetometer, the

more appropriate figure of merit would be the tipping

angle of the helium spin after the wall crossing, assum-

ing that the typical crossing time is below the dynamical

response time. Taking the spins to be oriented parallel

to the wall, we calculate this angle to be

∆θ =
4πS0

v⊥Nfeff
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−3
rad×10

9
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feff
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−3
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0.4TeV
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(12)

This could be far in excess of 10-nrad tipping angles that

can be experimentally detected [21]. Thus, both types of

magnetometers offer ample opportunities for a realistic

detection of the wall-crossing events.

So far we have used the galactic constraints (6),

ρDW ≤ ρDM. It is noteworthy that even if the energy

density of walls in the galaxy does not exceed cosmolog-

ical dark-energy density, i.e. ρDW ≤ ρDE, the expected

signal can reach ∆θ ∼ 10
−5

rad and S ∼ fT
√
Hz, which

is still a realistic signal for detection with the best mag-

netometers. It is remarkable that a possible domain-wall

component of dark energy can, in principle, be detected

in the laboratory.

Network of synchronized magnetometers. While a sin-

gle magnetometer is sensitive enough to detect a domain-

wall crossing, due to the rarity of such events it would

be exceedingly difficult to confidently distinguish a signal

from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes

of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-

field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-

work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-

tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,

as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-

wall crossing events. We also note that comagnetome-

ter schemes involving either a second spin species or

SQUID magnetometers could yield additional suppres-

sion of false-positive events arising from local field fluc-

tuations or changes in operating conditions. As schemat-

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of the domain-wall crossing. The cross-
ings recorded in four distinct locations (mark with stars) at ti allow
to determine the normal velocity v⊥ and predicting the timing of
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of energy. For light scalars of interest, the astrophysical

bounds apply and limit |fn,p,e| > 10
9
GeV [17].

The principles of sensitive atomic magnetometry are,

for example, described in Ref. [19]. A typical device

would use paramagnetic atomic species such as K, Cs,

or Rb by themselves or in combination with diamagnetic

atoms whose magnetic moments are generated by nuclear

spin (e.g., the spin-exchange-relaxation-free [SERF]
3
He-

K magnetometer described in Ref. [20]). Specializing (7)

for the case of two atomic species,
133

Cs in the F = 4

state and
3
He in the F = 1/2 state, we calculate the en-

ergy difference ∆E between the Fz = F and Fz = −F

states in the middle of the wall,

Hint =
F ·∇a

Ffeff
; f

−1
eff (Cs) =

1

fe
− 7

9fp
; f

−1
eff (He) =

1

fn
;

∆E =
4S0ma

Nfeff
� 10

−15
eV× ma

neV
× 10

9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
,(8)

In these formulae we assumed that the nuclear spin is

mostly due to unpaired neutron (
3
He) or g7/2 valence

proton (
133

Cs), and one can readily observe complemen-

tary sensitivity to fi in two cases. We can express these

results in terms of the equivalent “magnetic field” inside

the wall using µBeffF/F = ∇aF/(Ffeff) identification,

where µ is the nuclear magnetic moment. The magnitude

of Beff (direction is impossible to predict) is given by

B
max
eff � ma

neV
× 10

9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×

�
10

−11
T (Cs)

−10
−8

T (He)
,(9)

and the larger equivalent field strength for
3
He originates

from its smaller magnetic moment. The couplings and

wall parameters in Eq. (9) are normalized to the maxi-

mum allowed values from Eq. (6). The duration of the

signal is given by the ratio of wall thickness to the trans-

verse component of the relative Earth-wall velocity,

∆t � d

v⊥
=

2

mav⊥
= 1.3ms× neV

ma
× 10

−3

v⊥/c
. (10)

Such crossing time can easily be in excess of the Cs mag-

netometer response time tr, and we can combine the

B
max
eff and ∆t into a signal factor S = B

max
eff (∆t)

1/2
to

be directly compared to experimental sensitivity,

S � 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
× S0/N

0.4TeV
×

�
ma

neV

10
−3

v⊥/c

�1/2

≤ 0.4 pT√
Hz

× 10
9
GeV

feff
×

�
L

10−2 ly

10
−3

v⊥/c

�1/2
, (11)

where in the inequality we used the gravitational con-

straint from Eq. (6). The maximally allowed value for the

signal (∼ pT/
√
Hz), after taking into account the gravi-

tational and astrophysical constraints, exceeds capabili-

ties of modern magnetometers that can deliver fT/
√
Hz

sensitivity [19]. For the
3
He-K SERF magnetometer, the

more appropriate figure of merit would be the tipping

angle of the helium spin after the wall crossing, assum-

ing that the typical crossing time is below the dynamical

response time. Taking the spins to be oriented parallel

to the wall, we calculate this angle to be

∆θ =
4πS0

v⊥Nfeff
� 5×10

−3
rad×10

9
GeV

feff
×10

−3

v⊥/c
× S0/N

0.4TeV
.

(12)

This could be far in excess of 10-nrad tipping angles that

can be experimentally detected [21]. Thus, both types of

magnetometers offer ample opportunities for a realistic

detection of the wall-crossing events.

So far we have used the galactic constraints (6),

ρDW ≤ ρDM. It is noteworthy that even if the energy

density of walls in the galaxy does not exceed cosmolog-

ical dark-energy density, i.e. ρDW ≤ ρDE, the expected

signal can reach ∆θ ∼ 10
−5

rad and S ∼ fT
√
Hz, which

is still a realistic signal for detection with the best mag-

netometers. It is remarkable that a possible domain-wall

component of dark energy can, in principle, be detected

in the laboratory.

Network of synchronized magnetometers. While a sin-

gle magnetometer is sensitive enough to detect a domain-

wall crossing, due to the rarity of such events it would

be exceedingly difficult to confidently distinguish a signal

from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes

of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-

field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-

work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-

tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,

as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-

wall crossing events. We also note that comagnetome-

ter schemes involving either a second spin species or

SQUID magnetometers could yield additional suppres-

sion of false-positive events arising from local field fluc-

tuations or changes in operating conditions. As schemat-

!

"

""

FIG. 1: Schematic figure of the domain-wall crossing. The cross-
ings recorded in four distinct locations (mark with stars) at ti allow
to determine the normal velocity v⊥ and predicting the timing of
the 5th event.
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Considering the case of monopoles interacting with an atom via a 
baryonic portal of                        type, I have an estimate for an 
additional acceleration created during the TD passing, 	

	

	

	

Taking a TeV for the scale of the coupling one arrives to 	

	

Δa ~ 10-4 m/sec2 × (1m/d)	

	

If d ~ Larm for LIGO ~ 3 km,  T ~ 1 yr then 	


	
 	
 	
Strain ~  10-16 Hz-1/2	

and the effective frequency ~ 1/tcrossing ~ 100 Hz 	

	

This is very realistic, as searches for “grav bursts” reached ~ 10-20Hz-1/2	
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from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes
of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-
field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-
work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-
tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,
as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-wall
crossing events.

Ideally, one would require n ≥ 5 magnetometer sta-
tions in such a network. The difference in timing ti of a
putative signal is related to the transverse velocity and
the unit normal vector to the wall, n, ti− tj = Lij ·nv−1

⊥ ,

where Lij are the three-vectors of the relative positions
of magnetometers i and j. Four stations are required to
specify magnetometer-defined 3D system of coordinates,
and three time intervals between four ti will enable to
unambiguously determine the three-vector nv−1

⊥ . This
makes the predictions for the timing of the event at the
fifth station, t5, which can be used as a tool for reject-
ing accidental backgrounds. Consider a network of simi-
lar magnetometers with fast response time separated by
distances of O(300 km) operating during a long period
T ∼ yr. Suppose that τ is an average time between
accidental spikes in the background above certain value
B0

eff that cannot be distinguished from the signal. Then
the probability of having four events in four different sta-
tions within time intervals corresponding to the typical
wall travel time from station to station, ttrav ∼ L/v ∼ s,
is P1234 ∼ T t3travτ

−4, where we take T � τ � ttrav.
To have this probability below one, one should achieve
τ > 100 s. If indeed four accidental background spikes
lead to false signals in four stations within ttrav, the do-
main wall interpretation will predict the event in the
fifth station within a narrow window of the wall cross-
ing ∆t ∼ ms, and the probability of this to happen due
to accidental background is P12345 ∼ (∆t/τ)P1234, or less
than 10−5 for τ ∼ 100 s. Increasing the number of sta-
tions will enable to search for weaker signal B0

eff , and
tolerate shorter τ [13].

Recently we set up a prototype for the magnetome-
ter network consisting of two magnetometers operated in
magnetically shielded environments located in Kraków,
Poland and Berkeley, USA (a separation distance of
about 9000 km). One of the magnetometers (Kraków) is
based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation [14], while
the other magnetometer (Berkeley) is a SERF device
[15]. The magnetometers achieved comparable sensitivi-
ties of 10 fT/Hz1/2, which can be further improved upon
optimization. The expected parameters of the signal,
∆t ∼ 1 ms and the minimum time-separation between
the events ∆ttrav ∼ 30 s, can be precisely determined us-
ing a GPS time source (for more details see Ref. [16]). We
have recently performed proof-of-principle experiments

[16] demonstrating the ability to correlate the signals of
two magnetometers. In particular, we demonstrated sig-
nificant reduction of noise and rejection of false-positive
events present in magnetometer signals. The measure-
ments proved the feasibility of correlated magnetic-field
measurements opening avenues for further investigations
involving more magnetometers.
Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-

ern magnetometers offers a realistic chance for detecting
the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
probe parts of the parameter space where such walls can
contribute significantly to dark matter/dark energy.
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from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes
of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-
field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-
work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-
tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,
as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-wall
crossing events.

Ideally, one would require n ≥ 5 magnetometer sta-
tions in such a network. The difference in timing ti of a
putative signal is related to the transverse velocity and
the unit normal vector to the wall, n, ti− tj = Lij ·nv−1

⊥ ,

where Lij are the three-vectors of the relative positions
of magnetometers i and j. Four stations are required to
specify magnetometer-defined 3D system of coordinates,
and three time intervals between four ti will enable to
unambiguously determine the three-vector nv−1

⊥ . This
makes the predictions for the timing of the event at the
fifth station, t5, which can be used as a tool for reject-
ing accidental backgrounds. Consider a network of simi-
lar magnetometers with fast response time separated by
distances of O(300 km) operating during a long period
T ∼ yr. Suppose that τ is an average time between
accidental spikes in the background above certain value
B0

eff that cannot be distinguished from the signal. Then
the probability of having four events in four different sta-
tions within time intervals corresponding to the typical
wall travel time from station to station, ttrav ∼ L/v ∼ s,
is P1234 ∼ T t3travτ

−4, where we take T � τ � ttrav.
To have this probability below one, one should achieve
τ > 100 s. If indeed four accidental background spikes
lead to false signals in four stations within ttrav, the do-
main wall interpretation will predict the event in the
fifth station within a narrow window of the wall cross-
ing ∆t ∼ ms, and the probability of this to happen due
to accidental background is P12345 ∼ (∆t/τ)P1234, or less
than 10−5 for τ ∼ 100 s. Increasing the number of sta-
tions will enable to search for weaker signal B0

eff , and
tolerate shorter τ [13].

Recently we set up a prototype for the magnetome-
ter network consisting of two magnetometers operated in
magnetically shielded environments located in Kraków,
Poland and Berkeley, USA (a separation distance of
about 9000 km). One of the magnetometers (Kraków) is
based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation [14], while
the other magnetometer (Berkeley) is a SERF device
[15]. The magnetometers achieved comparable sensitivi-
ties of 10 fT/Hz1/2, which can be further improved upon
optimization. The expected parameters of the signal,
∆t ∼ 1 ms and the minimum time-separation between
the events ∆ttrav ∼ 30 s, can be precisely determined us-
ing a GPS time source (for more details see Ref. [16]). We
have recently performed proof-of-principle experiments
[16] demonstrating the ability to correlate the signals of
two magnetometers. In particular, we demonstrated sig-

nificant reduction of noise and rejection of false-positive
events present in magnetometer signals. The measure-
ments proved the feasibility of correlated magnetic-field
measurements opening avenues for further investigations
involving more magnetometers.
Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-

ern magnetometers offers a realistic chance for detecting
the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
probe parts of the parameter space where such walls can
contribute significantly to dark matter/dark energy.
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A.  Derevianko, MP (work in progress)	

	

Consider an operator                 that “renormalizes” the mass of an 
electron once an atom is inside a TD.  Because of the quadratic nature of 
the coupling M* can be quite low and at a ~ TeV. (There is a huge issue 
with naturalness of light φ, as always] 	

	

•  The atomic frequencies will shift – temporarily – and in a different 

way for e.g. clocks on optical and microwave transitions. 	


•  If the δω/ω is shifted very briefly, current searches of dα/dt will not 
catch it as they integrate over a long time. 	


•  Achieving sensitivity to δω/ω (1 sec crossing) ~ 10-14 seems possible, 
which will translate to M* ~ 1012 GeV sensitivity.	
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from false positives induced by occasional abrupt changes
of magnetometer-operation conditions, e.g., magnetic-
field spikes, laser-light-mode jumps, etc. A global net-
work of synchronized optical magnetometers is an attrac-
tive tool to search for galactic/cosmological domain walls,
as it would allow for efficient vetoes of false domain-wall
crossing events.

Ideally, one would require n ≥ 5 magnetometer sta-
tions in such a network. The difference in timing ti of a
putative signal is related to the transverse velocity and
the unit normal vector to the wall, n, ti− tj = Lij ·nv−1

⊥ ,

where Lij are the three-vectors of the relative positions
of magnetometers i and j. Four stations are required to
specify magnetometer-defined 3D system of coordinates,
and three time intervals between four ti will enable to
unambiguously determine the three-vector nv−1

⊥ . This
makes the predictions for the timing of the event at the
fifth station, t5, which can be used as a tool for reject-
ing accidental backgrounds. Consider a network of simi-
lar magnetometers with fast response time separated by
distances of O(300 km) operating during a long period
T ∼ yr. Suppose that τ is an average time between
accidental spikes in the background above certain value
B0

eff that cannot be distinguished from the signal. Then
the probability of having four events in four different sta-
tions within time intervals corresponding to the typical
wall travel time from station to station, ttrav ∼ L/v ∼ s,
is P1234 ∼ T t3travτ

−4, where we take T � τ � ttrav.
To have this probability below one, one should achieve
τ > 100 s. If indeed four accidental background spikes
lead to false signals in four stations within ttrav, the do-
main wall interpretation will predict the event in the
fifth station within a narrow window of the wall cross-
ing ∆t ∼ ms, and the probability of this to happen due
to accidental background is P12345 ∼ (∆t/τ)P1234, or less
than 10−5 for τ ∼ 100 s. Increasing the number of sta-
tions will enable to search for weaker signal B0

eff , and
tolerate shorter τ [13].

Recently we set up a prototype for the magnetome-
ter network consisting of two magnetometers operated in
magnetically shielded environments located in Kraków,
Poland and Berkeley, USA (a separation distance of
about 9000 km). One of the magnetometers (Kraków) is
based on nonlinear magneto-optical rotation [14], while
the other magnetometer (Berkeley) is a SERF device
[15]. The magnetometers achieved comparable sensitivi-
ties of 10 fT/Hz1/2, which can be further improved upon
optimization. The expected parameters of the signal,
∆t ∼ 1 ms and the minimum time-separation between
the events ∆ttrav ∼ 30 s, can be precisely determined us-
ing a GPS time source (for more details see Ref. [16]). We
have recently performed proof-of-principle experiments
[16] demonstrating the ability to correlate the signals of
two magnetometers. In particular, we demonstrated sig-
nificant reduction of noise and rejection of false-positive
events present in magnetometer signals. The measure-

ments proved the feasibility of correlated magnetic-field
measurements opening avenues for further investigations
involving more magnetometers.
Summary. We have shown that a network of mod-

ern magnetometers offers a realistic chance for detecting
the event of an axion-type domain-wall crossing and can
probe parts of the parameter space where such walls can
contribute significantly to dark matter/dark energy.
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Current technologies allow probing areas of the parameter space of TD 
DM, that are currently not ruled by astrophysics, collider constraints, or 
the energy density budget. 	

	

By creating a network of magnetometers, and using the existing 
networks of atomic clocks and GW detectors in a slightly different 
regime, one can make an interesting step forward in constraining/probing 
TD DM. 	




Future direction 
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•  Working out a plausible theoretical framework that creates enough 

topological defects around us would be a plus. 	

	

•  Generalization to other types of interaction. Going from spin to 

frequency, means switching from magnetometers to atomic clocks.	


•   Learn from LIGO + friends about strategies of detecting transients. 
Use existing searches to constrain TD DM (may be not possible to do 
well – v=1 is always assumed in LIGO type searches)	


•  Experimental developments: GNOME proposal (Global Network of 
Magnetometers for studies of Exotic physics).	
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Conclusion 

	  

•  We do not know what DM is – it is worth keeping our options open 
and explore opportunities where significant progress can be made 

•  Topological defect DM is a suggestion that may be some fraction of 
the observable “missing energy” comes in form of the extended 
objects – monopoles, strings or domain walls. At these stage it is not 
competitive to other theoretical ideas (WIMPs, super-WIMPs, super-cool DM like 
axions), because we do not have a very good understanding of its abundance.  

•  The signatures are unusual – transient effects via TD interactions with 
spin, mass, energy levels. Network of GW detectors, atomic clocks 
and magnetometers can search for such transient effects.  

•  Domain walls will have especially unmistakable signature, and we 
showed that atomic magnetometers can have enough sensitivity for 
detection. 


